
I will be able 
to define

and identify 
Verbs





Words used to 
express action 

or a state of 
being



movi
ng



exha
usted





Come up with 3 
Vivid Verbs to 

describe what 
is going on it 
the picture





Helps the main 
verb express 

action or a state 
of being



Could

Must

Had 

Does

Has

Did

Can

Have

Might

Would

Am, Are, Is

Do

Shall

WillShould

Be, Being, 
Been

May

Was, Were



John is leaving for Hawaii.





Watch the video 
and then highlight 
all the examples of 
Helping Verbs 

in the lyrics of 
the song



Expresses either a 
physical or 

mental action



working out



The audience  cheered.



think
ing



The kids hoped for sunshine.



Connects the 
subject to a word 
or word group that 
identifies or describes 

the subject



Being

Are

Am

Were

Be

Is

Will have 
been

Have been

Should be

Would be

Could be

Can be

Shall be

Will be

Had been

Has been

Shall have 
been

Could have 
been

Would have 
been



SeemSmell

Appear

Taste

Feel

Sound

Look
Grow

Become

Remain

Frequently Used



The dog smelled horrible.





Label each of the 
sentences below with 

an A if an Action 
Verb is included or 

L if a Linking Verb 
is included



The motor 
sounded harsh.

The chef tasted 
the casserole.

The answer is correct.



Expresses an 
action directed 
toward a person, 

place, or thing



She mailed the package.



Expresses action 
without the

action passing to 
a receiver, or object



Yesterday we stayed inside.



Transitive or
Intransitive



To determine if a verb in a 
given sentence is transitive 

or intransitive, ask Whom? 
or What? after the verb. 

If you can answer the 
question, the verb is 

Transitive. If no answer 
can be found, the verb 

is Intransitive.



Transitive or
Intransitive



Robert polished his shoes.



Polished WHAT?
His Shoes = 
Transitive



Transitive or
Intransitive



John waited for the bus.



Waited WHAT?
Waited WHOM?
No Answer = 
Intransitive



Transitive or
Intransitive



She wrote quickly.



Wrote WHAT?
Wrote WHOM?
No Answer = 
Intransitive





Identify all of the 
bolded words in the 

paragraph.  Write either 
a T for Transitive in 
the blank next to the 

word or an I for 
Intransitive



Aunt Pam and I did ___ something really 
different last summer.  We rode ___ on inner 
tubes down a river in the wilderness.  A guide 
met ___ our group with a truckful of giant tubes 
and picnic lunches and drove ___ us about 
twenty miles upstream.  Then everyone climbed
___ into a tube in the water.  The guide left ___ 
in the truck for a picnic spot downstream, halfway 
back to the base.  All morning, we floated ___ 
lazily along in the sunshine and admired ___ the 
wildlife along the shore.  When we landed ___ at 
the picnic spot, a delicious lunch awaited ___ us. 



In your own words, 
define and explain

how to identify Verbs 
in sentences.  Minimum 

3 sentences.


